Leprechaun hunt

Thank you for downloading the Therapics St Patrick's day treasure hunt! This is perfect for children of any age, however those who are less verbal and or unable to read will really appreciate the wordless clues! This is also a fun way to teach prepositions - the green ball and box show the preposition and the picture icon shows the place.

Instructions:
Print both these pages. Cut out the clue cards and 2 cards on this page. Decide on a small treasure which you can hide - a set of gold chocolate coins are a fun option. Select from the clues cards which ones are relevant to your own home. Starting with the introduction card and first clue - hide each clue in a successive place, making the hunt as long or as short as you think will best suit the child. End with your treasure and the final card. Now think of a fun way to present the initial cards to your child - perhaps surprise them with it in their cereal bowl in the morning, or put it on their bedside table. Wherever you think they will find it at the time you’d like to do the hunt.

Depending on the ability of the child, you may want to stay with them and gently guide them to the correct room and or point out to them the preposition icons and how they work. This is a brilliant excuse to verbalise all those prepositions and items if your child is still learning to speak.

Above all, enjoy the fun!

A treasure hunt just for you!
All you need to do
is follow the clue...

Introduction card

Well done!
Enjoy your treasure.
Hope your day is filled with pleasure!

Treasure card

Happy St Patrick’s day!

For more visual aids and therapy materials for children with challenges visit www.therapics.org